
A WRITING GUIDE FOR SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
 
This course requires outlines and brief speeches.  This guide will assist you in performing 
to the best of your abilities.  You may also wish to refer to A Pocket Style Manual, The 
Little, Brown Handbook, or the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers to answer 
further questions.  This writing guide provides you with just a sampling of things to 
remember and follow as you write for this course. 
 
My teaching colleagues, from Texas to New York, have the same issues with their 
students.  Please care enough about your education to pay attention to the quality of 
your writing. 
 
General Composition 

• PROOFREADING IS ESSENTIAL in order to maximize your score and minimize my 
pain and anguish upon discovering errors.  Proofread your work yourself, or 
request the help of a friend or the Columbia College Writing Center in detecting 
typographical errors and grammatical problems.   

• Similar to your speech, your outlines must have an introduction, body, and 
conclusion.  Your speeches (and outlines) should be formulated as an entire body 
of writing, rather than a stream of consciousness. 

• Introductions and conclusions are the most appropriate place for your own 
personal feelings about a topic.   

• When writing your speech use new paragraphs to indicate new subject matter. 
• Your speech should be coherent and follow a clear path from beginning to end.  I 

should not become lost while listening. 
• Give your speech a creative title.  “Missouri,” for example, is not creative.  
• If I’ve suggested a change in your speech, do it.  I made the correction for a 

reason. 
• Always remember Aristotle’s advice that your speech should first, have a point, 

and secondly, you should prove your point.  A clear thesis and claim is crucial to 
any piece of good writing. 

• PROOFREAD. 
 
Rules To Write By 
The following rules are humorous; heinous grammatical errors are not. 

1. start sentences with capital letters. 
2. Watsh your spelling and typgarfical errors. 
3. Do not abbrev. 
4. Don’t use no double negatives. 
5. Do not write run-on sentences you’ve got to put periods in otherwise your 

sentence is really wrong. 
6. Do not use meaningless, janky words.  Use funsie, nice, interesting ones. 
7. In letters themes reports articles use commas to separate things. 
8. Check to see if you any words out. 
9. About complete sentences. 
10.  There are sum words called homonyms.  Get them write to. 
11.  Write out words like & and 2. 
12.  Do not use a preposition to end a sentence with. 



13.  Make sure your noun agree with the verb. 
14.  Passive voice was given a bad grade when it was used.    
15.  Don’t rely on Microsoft Word to correct all of your mistakes.  Of the 15 items 

thus far, Microsoft only had problems with two of them. 
16.  Ur speech isnt a text  Damn!!!!!!!!  b sure 2 write n acadmeic language not text 

or email speek y’all.  i wont LOL or :) 
17.  “Dr. Darnell said to not use stand-alone quotations.  They should always be                                         

introduced with your own thoughts, putting the quotation in context.” 
18.  Last but not least, avoid clichés.  There is a lot of that going around. 

 
Sti l l More Grammar 

1. You feel pain, you think or believe something to be true. 
2. You talk about something, not on it.  (You’re on a rock, not a speech.) 
3. The proper form is “should have” not “should of.” 
4. “A lot” is two words, but better yet use a more formal phrase.  (“I looked down 

much of the time,” rather than, “I looked down a lot.”) 
5. There is a difference between adjectives and adverbs:  “I tried to speak loudly” 

(not loud).  Likewise, you do something “well,” but you feel “good.” 
6. A comma is not sufficient to join two separate sentences within a single 

sentence; you must use a semi-colon. 
7. Apostrophes are used to show possession (instructor’s comments) or to replace 

letters in a contraction (won’t).  
8. “Quote” is a verb.  “Quotation” is a noun.  You quote a person, but use 

quotations to help explain something. 
9. “That” does not describe a person.  “The student that didn’t follow instructions” 

should instead read “The student who didn’t follow instructions.” 
10. Know the difference between “e.g.” and “i.e.;” “then” and “than.”  If you need 

help, please consult Grammar Girl at http://grammar.quickanddirtytips.com/.  
From punctuation to grammar to style guides, this website is an incredible 
resource.  I use it.  You should too.  

 


